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Open Science is the future of science

Now widely supported by European research council (H2020 program)
➔ Open Access (to published papers)

✔ at least those whose research has been publicly funded (even partially)
✔ It's a mandatory obligation in many states

➔ Open (research) Data: 
✔ Research Datas Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable (FAIR)
✔ With Data Management Plans (DMPs)

➔ Open source (software)
✔ Begin with the creation of Internet (1969)
✔ The term “open source” comes with the free software movement (1998)
✔ encourages collaboration

In any case, Open Science is a kind of sustainable development...
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Open Access ?

Context:
➔ Since the creation of the Impact Factor (1965), lead (by 

buyouts) of a few publishers (Elsevier, Wiley, Springer...)  
➔ "inevitable" (for scientists) journals
➔ Annual increase of subscription prices > 10 %
➔ Four time public funding for scientific publication
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There are about 25-30.000 journals to disseminate the science in the world.
The first three publishers nearly represent 30% of all that is published. 
Is there abuse of dominance? … certainly!

RECALL
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subscription fees increase every 
year (between 5 and 10%)

RECALL
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Why continue to buy items we write ourselves???

RECALL
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Why continue to buy items we write ourselves???

One solution, the Open Access (1990) & two ways

the gold way the green way
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what's the difference between the gold 
way and the green way?

the gold way the green way
- Direct publishing in OA - Deposit (by author) in an open 

  repository (with the permission 
  of the publisher)
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The gold way!
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Problem #1: 
Journals with 
APC (author 
processing 
charges)

30% of journals 
request APC

Really to 
expensive !
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Problem #2:
Fake journals 
and predatory 
publishers

What is the 
problem?
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Not yet convinced ?
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The green way !The green way !
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Can I deposit my published paper in open access?

Can I deposit my published paper in open access?
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Problem #3:

« open choice » (Elsevier, Springer, Wiley…) :
From 2500 to 5000 $ to be published in Open Access, But :
➔ your paper is already in OA (green ways … you have the right!)
➔ the amount of the invoice for the subscription will not decrease!

→ you must refuse! That is not Open Access!!!
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Open Access is 
not just an 
access without 
payment
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A few considerations about OA:

✔ = not discounted publication!
✔ most journals in OA have a peer-reviewed committee (more than 

traditional journals)
✔ many journal in OA have an impact factor
✔ 40% of articles are already accessible in OA (green or gold way)
✔ papers in OA are between 2.5 and 5 more time cited
✔ But... 

➔ open choice (hybrid model)
➔ high APC
➔ predatory publishers
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OA? Between 2 et 5 more citations!

(Paul Thirion, Open Access Week 2017, Université de Liège)

Effect of Open Access on level of citation?
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Please !


